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1. What’s in the Box

1.1 Main Box Contents

1. Main Bike Assembly
2. Accessory Box
3. Saddle/Seat Post Set

1.2 Accessory Box Contents

1. User Manual
2. Charger
3. Pedal
4. Keys for Seat Post Lock
2. Assembly Procedures

2.1 Stem and Handlebar

2.1.1 Loosen stem fixing screw

Press button(a) on the side to open stem lever, and loosen the screw(b) inside.

2.1.2 Adjust stem height and orientation

Adjust stem to proper height and face forward.

Note: Stem should be inserted over minimum insert marking.

2.1.3 Tighten stem fixing screw
2.1.4 Adjust handlebar

Adjust handlebar to center of the stem and rotate to proper angle.

2.1.5 Closure stem lever

Closure stem lever. If stem lever is loosen, adjust the screw on the stem, “+” to tighten, “-” to loosen.

Note: Lever closure min force 12 ~15kgf.

Finish stem and handlebar assembly.
2.2 Pedal

2.2.1 Take out the pedal in the box.

2.2.2 Set up the right pedal.

Assemble the pedal with marking “R” onto the right crank \textbf{clockwise} and tighten it.

2.2.3 Set up the left pedal

Assemble the other one with marking “L” onto the left crank \textbf{counterclockwise} and tighten it.

Finish pedal assembly.
2.3 Seat Post and Saddle Set

2.3.1 Open seat clamp, make sure the slit on the shim is aligned to the slit on the frame, and then push the shim to bottom.

2.3.2 Insert seat post

**Note**: Regardless of the minimum insert marking, seat post should be inserted at least 10cm.

2.3.3 Adjust saddle to proper height and face forward, then closure seat clamp.

Finish seat post and saddle set assembly.
3. Checklist

3.1 Check the tire pressure is normal.

3.2 Check the function of the brakes, derailleur, and chain.

3.3 Check the function of the electric module and the battery power. Please refer to CF1 user manual.

Finish BESV CF1 Quick Assembly.